Tracking number 851809879019
Signed for by M.ILLOGO ABRAHAMK
Ship date Apr 14, 2006
Delivery date Apr 19, 2006 5:09 PM
Status Delivered

Date/Time Activity Location Details
Apr 19, 2006 5:09 PM Delivered OUAGADOUGOU TAINPOUI BF
5:09 PM In transit OUAGADOUGOU BF
10:00 AM On FedEx vehicle for delivery OUAGADOUGOU BF
9:00 AM Int'l shipment release OUAGADOUGOU BF
8:30 AM Clearance in progress OUAGADOUGOU BF
8:00 AM In transit OUAGADOUGOU BF

Apr 18, 2006 4:45 PM In transit OUAGADOUGOU BF
6:23 AM In transit PARIS FR
4:44 AM In transit PARIS FR
4:43 AM In transit PARIS FR
1:43 AM Departed FedEx location PARIS FR
12:19 AM Arrived at FedEx location PARIS FR

Apr 17, 2006 7:24 PM Arrived at FedEx location PARIS FR
Apr 16, 2006 8:07 PM Arrived at FedEx location NEWARK, NJ
5:04 PM Departed FedEx location MEMPHIS, TN
Apr 15, 2006 3:35 PM In transit MEMPHIS, TN
Apr 14, 2006 9:40 PM Left origin ATLANTA, GA
2:31 PM Picked up ATLANTA, GA

Wrong Address?
Reduce future mistakes by using FedEx Address Checker.

Shipping Freight?
FedEx has LTL, air freight, surface and air expedited freight, multi piece package deliveries, and ocean freight.
Email address | Language | Exception updates | Delivery updates
--- | --- | --- | ---
 | English |  |  |
 | English |  |  |
 | English |  |  |
 | English |  |  |

Select format: **HTML** □ Text □ Wireless

Add personal message:

Not available for Wireless or non-English characters.

☐ By selecting this check box and the Submit button, I agree to these [Terms and Conditions](#)